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Case Study: CCC & IVR for California Republic Bank

California Republic Bank: Irvine, CA
Cloud Call Center and IVR help collect loan payments
California Republic Bank (CRB) prides itself on having the capability to navigate 
and guide clients through the often complex and unfamiliar world of banking, 
investing and lending. With that responsibility comes numerous challenges. 

The bank’s auto finance division needed a better solution to handle its auto 
loan collection process, so it came to CallFire.  As an indirect auto lender doing 
business through franchises and select independent dealers in California, Arizona 
and Texas, the bank needed to organize its communication and find ways to 
compete with other lenders and banks.

Using a combination of CallFire’s Cloud Call Center and Interactive Voice 
Response (IVR) solutions, CRB was not only able to increase the amount of 
outbound calls per agent, but did it in less time. 

“California Republic Bank and its auto loan 
customers are just a dial away with CallFire’s 

innovative telephony solutions.”
“We were looking to increase our per representative outbound call volumes,” 
says CRB’s Las Vegas-based collections manager, David Hellman, “which it did by 
about 20 attempts per day.”

This was a big change from CRB’s former method of handling collections. With no 
real system in place, Hellman says, “We just picked up the phone and dialed out.” 

With the help of CallFire, a single session for CRB’s outbound calls runs from one 
to two hours per agent per day resulting in more than 450 calls with nearly half 
being live answers. 

Since coming to CallFire in January 2013, CRB has made thousands of calls to 
customers. At just $2 per user per hour using the Cloud Call Center solution, their 
collections processed improved significantly increasing margins as a result of 
lowered calling costs and more successful payments.

Additionally, Hellman tells us that there was no training needed to get his 
agents up and running. He simply showed his agents how to log in and create 
disposition for a call, and explained that the “CallFire system is easy to use.”

California Republic Bank has enjoyed great success in their auto finance division 
and is continuing to explore news ways to utilize the array of CallFire products 
for their other departments. 

CASE STUDY QUICK FACTS

CLIENT
California Republic Bank

CHALLENGE
Lacking a streamlined solution 
for collecting past due payments

SOLUTION
Use  a rapid dialer and automatic 
system to collect more payments

RESULTS
More than 450 calls per day, in-
creased margins, and decreased 
calling costs  

WHY CALLFIRE? 
It is a low-cost platform that 
reaches many instantly 
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